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The world economic crisis and the election of Barack Obama will change the future of higher education. Even as universities, both public and private, face unanticipated financial constraints, the president has called on them to assist in solving problems from health care delivery to climate change to economic recovery.

American universities have long struggled to meet almost irreconcilable demands: to be practical as well as transcendent; to assist immediate national needs and to pursue knowledge for its own sake; to both add value and question values. And in the past decade and a half, such conflicting and unbounded expectations have yielded a wave of criticism on issues...

Crossroads
A series of essays examining changes in the collective American experience.
What are universities for?
Coalition policies have led to a surge of interest in debating the purpose of higher education

Harriet Swain
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Should universities be about learning for its own sake? Photograph: Graham Turner
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Purpose: Study civil law and protect foreign students

Technology: Book
Middle Ages

Purpose: Reconcile Aristotle’s works with church teachings

Technology: Books
TABULAE
RUDOLPHINAE,
QUIBUS ASTRONOMICÆ SCIENTIÆ, TEMPO-
rum longinquitatis collectio, RESTITVATIO continuat,
A Phcenicillo Astronomorum
TYCHONE,
Ex Hasti et Generati Brabantinae in Regno Daniae
familia cruciata essue.

PRIMUM ANIMO CONCEPTA ET DESTINA-
TA ANNO CHRISTI MDLX; EXINDE OBSERVATIONIBUS
SIDERUM ACCURATISSIMIS, POST ANNUM PRÆCIPUE MDLXXI,
QUA SIDERUM AC HELIOTROPII CONSTELLATIONES EXCELSæ, SERIO AFFECTA,
ANTIQUÆ ORIGINIS CLAVI DECORATAE, HABITANTIS EX SOMNIO
SACRIS ILLES DIAS, REGNI MAGNAE MISTÆ, VIVU PASCO XV. CONSULTA TIBI
LIBER HOC PRAECLARUS, HOC URBANUS, SIVE HABITAS
DIGNITATIBUS.

TANDEM TRADUCTA IN GERMANIAM, INQUE AULAM ET
Novum Rudolphi Imp. anno MDIIIC.

TABULAS IPSAS, JAM ET NUNCUPATAS, ET AFFECTAS, SED
MORTE AUTHORIS HI ANNO MDCL ORIENTAL.

JOSEPHUS ET STIPENDIIS FRETUS TRIVM IMPPP.
RUDOLPHI, MATTHIAE, FERDINANDI,
ANNITIENIBUS HEREDITIBUS BRABANTIBUS; EX FUNDAMENTIS OB-
SERVATIONUM, RESTITVATIONUM, AC REVISIONUM, HABITAS EX SOMNIO
SACRIS ILLES DIAS, REGNI MAGNAE MISTÆ, VIVU PASCO XV. CONSULTA TIBI
LIBER HOC PRAECLARUS, HOC URBANUS, SIVE HABITAS
DIGNITATIBUS.

JOANNES KEPLERUS,
TICHRONI præmiis a Rudolpho II. Imp. addvltnis calculis minoribus
Trivm ordine Imppp. Mathematicis.

Quidem de speciali mandato Ferdinandi II. Imp.
precibus in fidelet, Hereditibus.

Opus hic ad aequo professionum et proficiatibus, typis, numerosque propriae, ceteris est præsa
Johanne a Sancti, Resp. Uramana Typographia, in publicum estuata, & Typographi operis O.M. et carere effet.

Cum Privilegis, Imp. & Regum Rerum publ. vivo Tychoni ejusdam Hereditibus,
& specialis Imperras, Illy Keplero consecr. ad annum XXX.
ANO M.D.XXVII.
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At the heart of our strategy is our shared common purpose to create and sustain a university in which, for the benefit of both Australia and the wider world, the brightest researchers and the most promising students, whatever their social or cultural background, can thrive and realise their full potential.
What is failure?
failure (noun)

1. State or condition of not meeting a desirable or intended objective, opposite of success.

2. An object, person or endeavour in a state of failure or incapable of success.

3. Termination of the ability of an item to perform its required function, breakdown.
EXPECTATIONS
Please don't disappoint
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